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About This Game

There was Jack,
Just a lumberjack.

But bad times have come -
Big evil rabbits attacked.

They've enslave all of them
And our Jack became a SuperLumberjack!

Chop wood and do it quickly to get more points. Be careful: do not hit the rabbit with an ax. Otherwise you will lose.

History Mode:

Complete all 24 levels. Find out what the rabbits want, and help Jack bring peace back to earth!

Arcade Mode:

Set records, play with friends in "Double Mode", discover new characters and locations.
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Title: Super Lumberjack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
17Studio
Publisher:
17Studio
Release Date: 2 May, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and up

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core

Memory: 2 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GT 650M / Radeon R9 M375 or higher graphics card

Storage: 30 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English,Russian
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super hipster lumberjack speedrun. lumberjack attack super shop. super hipster lumberjack. superstep lumberjack. super
lumberjack. superdry lumberjack shirt. lumberjack superhero. superdry lumberjack. lumberjack vs super thor

Great Early Access Title! I backed a while ago and I have to say I am impressed with the alpha before Steam and the roadmap
from the developer sounds GREAT! This is totally my style of God/village/city builder that I love!

Deffinatly inspired by Prison Architect and banished!

Join up in discord! The dev will troll you, watch out! heheh Just kidding, he is a very nice and funny guy. 
https://discord.gg/7B7gyPM. Great football manager game.. This game is broken. It does not handle multi-monitor setups in X
properly. It requests full-screen and gets exactly that on one monitor, as it should, but it renders as if it was using the full
desktop area – and provides no obvious means of correcting that. Toggling full-screen via the window manager should cause it
to adjust accordingly, but no, it ignores window resizing (despite the window being resized as a result)…

There does appear to be a built-in full-screen toggle (I usually just use the toggle provided by the window manager), but even
with the game ‘properly’ in windowed mode, it doesn't even allow me to resize the window so that it actually fits on one monitor.

This is utterly broken behaviour.

(They know about the problem now; it may yet be fixed.). This runs between 70-80 fps on a GTX 1080, the frame rate jumping
around caused me some nausea. It's the first time a VR game has had this affect on me. Visuals are blurry at distance, so overall
optimisation is an issue with this game as the graphics are not exactly cutting edge.

There's some effort in the content, the horse riding in VR is neat. And there's a story and voice acted characters. But overall it's
quite an amateurish prodction all around. I do still feel travel sickness queasy writing this review 5 minutes after quiting the
game.. World's greatest rts and my favorite game.. Great game, shame nobody plays it
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Not familiar with devs history or previous game but this one is heading in the right direction. Ultimately it's a blend of Dead
State crossed with This War of Mine on a tighter budget. 3 game modes are provided, Survival, Challenge and Endless. Survival
focuses on a 20 day period, Challenge modes goal is fighting out of the city and Endless limits item respawns and such.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6gSCnyM_FRg
Fresh rounds require selection 2 team members, all characters have alternate stats and others can be recruited while traveling to
new locations. Employing a map/hub system the game shows all the possible ranges of enemies along with loot that may be
discovered. Perhaps in some ways a downside as it leaves little up to chance. Complete missions and return to a central base,
where you spend time hoarding loot, upgrading and receiving some well deserved R&R. Characters can be sent out solo or in
teams so while it's possible to scout multiple locations at once, with more rewards comes greater risk.

Decent game of the price and one that surprised me. At the very least it's worth keeping your eye on. More so fans of survival
sims/rpgs like those I've mentioned above. Cheers.. Thanks for not taking this off steam (yet). G59 till the grave. A cool free
experiment.

Would have been nice if Abe took a little longer to build the tension.
For a free tech demo it's very cool.
. This is actualy quit a chalanging map that has tooken me forever, allthough if you look up stratagies then it gives you
something to start off of or a plan. And i must admit, early access is pretty awesome. But this isnt a map to be recconed with
since they have updated it since probaly any of the videos you have seen of it. So its impossible to escape in a matter of days.
But if you do own prison archetect, this is defintly a thing you must get. Being stuck on one map sucks but having two the try
and escape on while these guys work on making more maps for DLC is an experience that everyone should have. I garantee you
wont get bord when you play this map.

Pro's
- Large map
- A load of people
- A bunch of jobs

Con's
- Missing a few jobs from first level
- might be laggy on a laptop
- slightly hard

Overall review
  9\/10
stars = 4. Even,though my robots can't use doors (rip) I LOVE IT WHEN YOU DRESS UP AS THE SILVER SHROUD AND
U GET NEW OPTIONS TO SAY :3 Very good DLC. Super adorable - mario-esque platformer ~
lots of levels, collectathon for [ diamonds optional ] - bosses in every stage, and everything is very very cute!

that's really all there is to it, if you like mario style games, and think the art style in this game is adorable, you will not be
disappointed :3
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